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Monologue Jokes: 
 
1) They said this past election showed the elitism of the coastal cities. Well, that's 
not unfair -- people in New York and LA are raised to treat Arkansas like it's 
Chernobyl. 
 
2) President Trump recently spent time with Ted Nugent, Kid Rock, and Sarah 
Palin. And the states of Michigan and Alaska are auditioning replacement hicks 
with money and CMT appeal in case they're offered cabinet positions. 
 
3) President Trump recently fired FBI Director James Comey, who in turn fired 
his karate instructor.  
 
4) It seems like we haven't heard from Kellyanne Conway in a while. That's 
probably because she's still sitting on the Oval Office couch with her heels kicked 
off, enjoying a glass of Moscato while listening to her favorite Alanis Morrisette 
jams on a Walkman. 
 
5) Melania Trump was recently seen slapping away Donald's hand as he tried to 
grab hers during a red carpet walk. I guess she didn't want any of her 
moisturizer, The Gathered Tears of Syrian Children, to rub off on him and extend 
his term. 
 
 
Studio Ideas 
 
"Let See Where This Goes": 
 
Sarah finds out and details a current event in America that's under the radar 
news in real time. She will be unaware of the actual facts of the event during the 
segment and will be presented with "Choose Your Own Adventure" style plotline 
choices, deciding between a fake angle and the real occurrence, with neither 
being revealed to the audience as true or false. Stories will be selected for the 
segment based on their level of malleability to a changed or altered ending that 
will keep the story within the realm of possibility.  
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"Alternative Facts Roulette": 
 
Audience members are selected to spin the roulette wheel of alternative facts. 
The wheel will be split between factual information and statements made by the 
Trump Administration presented as fact that are untrue. When the ball lands on a 
numbered spot, the contestant must decide if the read quote is a real or 
alternative fact. Winners will receive a special prize while losers will be locked in 
a booth with a Sean Spicer press conference playing until the end of the show. 
 
 
Field Ideas 
 
"What's A Job, Anyway?": 
 
A field correspondent travels to Trump voting states like Michigan, Wisconsin, 
West Virginia, and Pennsylvania to speak with voters who chose the president 
elect based on the promise of jobs. The correspondent will tour their home and/or 
workplace to get a better sense of their lifestyle including a short interview. The 
segment will conclude with the correspondent offering a "job" to the subject 
based on their personality, interests, and political outlook. 
 
"Do You Know Your Neighbor?:" 
 
An on-the-street segment featuring a correspondent game show host asking 
passerbys questions about "Middle America". Questions will be rooted in little 
known trivia and non-sequitors about particular cities and states in the Midwest 
and South. Those who provide a correct answer will receive a prize consisting 
of  random knick-knacks from the city or state in question.  
 
 
Produced Sketch: 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_TN7F0XG6GA 
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